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(Hands and Feet)
A burlesque clown comedy show
Created in 2016
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Léon is grumpy.
But he has good reason to be.
His hands think they're his feet,
and his feet do whatever they fancy.
To make sure the audience understands,
it's all explained with feet and hands.

Promotional video:
https://youtu.be/0ncLKTktvEQ
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Description
Hands and Feet transports us into Léon’s cabaret world, a world where anything and
everything can happen. But you get the feeling that this world only exists in Léon's
imagination.
Léon is grumpy, he doesn't really like people much, and he likes screens and setbacks
even less. However, he really likes playing 'slapa'!
The audience becomes rather fond of this pretentious, clumsy, stubborn and often
arrogant character, who will use, with their help, his hands and feet to make it to the end
of the show.

The artistic project
Hands and Feet is a poetic and comical performance based on the circus (hat juggling
and balancing acts) and on music (tap-dancing, ukulele). This show is hilariously funny,
with its clumsy protagonist who fails spectacularly at just about everything he tries. But it
also soon becomes a human experience, as the audience is asked to help Léon
overcome obstacle after obstacle, and finally complete his performance.
Although Léon has several strings to his bow, he’s not a stranger to dropping clangers
either! Apart from living in a parallel world in which objects come to life and throw a
spanner into the works of everything he attempts, he only knows how to communicate by
sounds and grumbling.
And on top of that he’s a clumsy, impatient and very grumpy lad, for whom it’s rather
difficult to feel sympathy, at least at the beginning.
But this surly fellow hides deep down a great kindness and an obvious vulnerability: in
the end his clumsiness, his excesses, his failures and his shyness turn him into a kind of
human monster. The audience realises all this: despite a few scary moments at the start
of the show they understand the need to hold a hand out to this difficult but very
generous character.
When he was writing the show, it was critical for Jean-Nicolas Broyer that Hands and
Feet could be performed anywhere in order reach as many people as possible. Wanting
the themes of mutual co-operation and camaraderie to be present throughout the story,
he had to conceive it with minimalist scenery so it could be almost totally adaptable, a
kind of ‘4x4’ show if you like.
Today its principal advantage lies in its ability to adapt to any kind of setting: a room, the
street, or any other kind of space, whether equipped or not.
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The educational project
Since its creation the show has played around 30 times to audiences made up exclusively
of children and their teachers in schools and socio-cultural centres. The company is
always available to meet with the audience after such shows to discuss a wide variety of
subjects.
The discussion often revolves around the different skills that the children have seen
being practiced by the actor during the course of the show: hat juggling, balancing acts,
and music created by tap-dancing and ukulele. The lack of words, made up satirical
language, facial expressions and the body language employed in burlesque comedy are
other subjects that frequently come up. Sometimes deeper conversations are engaged
in, around the creation process, the scenery and the various themes presented in the
show: self-mockery, mutual co-operation and camaraderie.

Credits
Artist:
Jean-Nicolas Broyer
Production:
Jean-Nicolas Broyer
Jean-Luc Falbriard
Oversight:
Jean-Luc Falbriard
Dominique Renckel
Lighting:
Julien Lang
Max Koegler
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Technical details
SHOW : DES PIEDS ET DES MAINS
2 shows per day maximum
AUDIENCE

Show for all audiences
From 5 years upwards

CONFIGURATION

The audience will sit on the floor in a semi-circle around
the stage. Please, avoid audience or passage of people
behind the scene.

SCALE

Maximum 180 people
Beyond that, please provide a bench.

STAGE DIMENSIONS

Minimum:
5m wide by 4m deep with 3m of headroom

SET-UP TIME

Half an hour to set up on stage
Two hours and a half to warm up

PERFORMANCE LENGTH

45 mins

PACKING-UP TIME

30 mins

DECOR

Outdoor, a flat and hard ground, horizontal.
No gravel, no grass, no cobblestones.

SOUND

The show is strictly autonomous.

LIGHTING

The show does not require lighting unless it is taking
place in a dark room.
For an equipped room we request the detailed technical
data sheet and fire management plan.
For an unequipped room please provide a 220V/16A
socket and count on an extra ½ hour of setting up.

Artistic / technical contact: Jean-Nicolas Broyer
Tel. +33 (0)6 77 71 93 52 - E-mail : b.jeanni@gmail.com
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Technical details
« DES PIEDS ET DES MAINS » BY PLANE

Material brought by air by the company:

- 1x 29.5kg flight case, dimensions 182x57x13.5 cm
- 1x 23kg suitcase
- 1x ukulele and case (hand luggage)
Material to be provided by the organisers:

- 1x wooden plank, dimensions 95x64x3 cm (the thickness of 3cm is important for
the sound of the tap dancing)

-

1x red carpet, dimensions 4x3 m
2x counterweights, minimum weight 8kg each (ideal dimensions 40x18x9 cm)
1x Yusa 12V, 7Ah NP-7 rechargeable battery, dimensions 15x9x6.3 cm
1x violin (does not need to be playable)
1x tennis racket (does not need to be usable)
Single-use paper confetti canons, approx. length 47 cm (1 per performance plus 2
in reserve)

- 1x stool
- 1x can of shaving foam (foam, not gel !!)
Allow 4 hours set-up time for the part of the decor provided by the organisers.
If you have any questions please don’t hesitate to contact Jean-Nicolas Broyer:
b.jeanni@gmail.com / +33 6 77 71 93 52
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What the press is saying
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La Compagnie Ni
The Compagnie Ni owes its name to ‘The knights who say Ni’ from the cult movie ‘Monty
Python and the Holy Grail’. Does not life, in its absurdity, just have the meaning that we
choose to give to it
The world of the company is built around the irrational, the grotesque and the burlesque
through the inspiration of circus performer Jean-Nicolas Broyer. Influenced by Chaplin,
Keaton and Lloyd, and taught by Carlo Boso, Claude Victoria and Eliane Dusch, among
others, Jean-Nicolas worked with a variety of companies before founding the Compagnie Ni
in 2015, at the request of his own internal Léon who couldn’t wait to be born. Supported by
Amélie Studer as production and distribution manager, the show has been presented in
many places and in festivals like Au Bonheur des Mômes (2nd audience prize in 2018), Aurillac
(2016, 2018, 2019), etc. Since its creation, Des Pieds et des Mains has been performed more
than 200 times in France, Italy and Belgium.
La Compagnie Ni offers you with this its first production, a source of inspiration as a
counterpoint to life in the modern world.

Jean-Nicolas Broyer
Curious by nature, he left on his travels at a young age and became a seed hunter, climbing
into the palm trees of Bolivia, Madagascar and Japan for over 10 years. As time passed his
encounters nourished his thirst for learning and discovery. On a stopover in Paris in 1999 he
saw Le Cri du Caméléon, a show by the National Centre of Circus Arts (CNAC) produced by
Josef Nadj. It was a complete revelation, and Jean-Nicolas decided that same day that he'd
take the stage to share his view of the world. So he trained in theatre, puppetry, tapdancing
and music, in the various circus arts and as an actor under Mickaël Kroutov (Compagnie On A
Beau Dire). He worked in quick succession with various companies: Les Zanimos, Le Coin qui
Tourne and Theater Rue Piétonne… Continually polishing his rapport with the stage and the
audience, he discovered a desire to write. His sensitivity drew him naturally towards the
burlesque, and so he created the Compagnie Ni in 2015 and wrote his first show “Des Pieds
et des Mains”.

Jean-Luc Falbriard
Creator of the Compagnie Le Kafteur - Théâtre d’humour (Strasbourg, France) in 1993, he
was trained in performing arts « on the job ». After a degree in sociology and a university
degree in the cinematographic and andiovisual sector, he worked as a radio and television
host / reporter, then he devoted himself exclusively to acting and directing. Since 1991, he
has created and directed a wide variety of shows for Le Kafteur compagny, but also for many
professional or amateur companies.
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Contact
Amélie Studer
Production and distribution manager

E-mail:

contact@compagnieni.com

Tel.
+33 (0)6.01.72.17.20

With the help of:

www.compagnieni.com
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